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The present is simply against the present continuous - form present simple - short forms We usually use short forms in colloquial English. Do not - does not represent continuously - short forms We usually use short forms in colloquial English. I'm not m is not - it's not/don't are not/'not present just against the present
continuous - use the real simple use of habits or situations that occur regularly We use present just to talk about the actions that we do (about we do not) regularly: I wash my hair every day. I never go to the library. Sometimes I go to the library. Constant situations or things that are usually or often true I don't drink
coffee. She's very tall. I have two brothers. The water boils at 100 degrees. I love soup. Frequency adverbs We often use present simple with adverbs frequency (always, sometimes, etc.) and frequency expressions (once every three months, twice a week, every other day, etc.). The adverbs of the frequency are in the
middle position (before the main verb or after). She doesn't eat hamburgers often. Usually he gets up very early. I'm never late. Expressions of frequency go at the end of the sentence We go to the movies once a month. I buy clothes twice a year. Future events that are planned We use the present just to talk about
future events that are planned or planned. The train departs at 4. Stores close at 6. My yoga class is tomorrow at 10. The real continuous use of Action in Progress We use the present continuous talk about things that are happening now or around now (time around this moment, such as in these days, weeks or months),
I can not speak know. I'm brushing my teeth. I finished The Lord of the Rings, and now I'm reading a new book. Temporary Action This Continuous is used to talk about temporary actions: I'm going to work on the bus this week because my car is in the garage. I live with my cousins until I find an apartment. With
expressions meaning now or around now. The present continuous often appears next to expressions such as these days, this week/month, or at the moment. He's learning a lot this week. I don't feel very well these days. Situations that change or develop The climate is changing very quickly. More and more people are
trying to eat healthier now. Your English is improving. Future Arrangements We use present continuously to talk or ask about future actions that are already planned or resolved. I'm meeting John tonight. Do you want to go? We leave tomorrow at 7. The walled verbs of non-action verbs (or stative verbs) cannot be used
in the current continuous. They should be used now simply. The most frequent verbs are the verbs of the senses (hear, see, smell, look, seem, sound), verbs of opinion treat as, love, hate, prefer, think, etc.) verbs of possession (to have, own, belong, etc.). Other common verbs are not actions: agree, be, depend, need,
mean remember, understand, recognize seems to want, etc. Please give me my money; I need it. Have to. Look at it; she seems sad. Some verbs have an action and a value not of action; for example, there is or think: I have a car (possession) / I have a siesta (action) I think it is great (opinion) / What do you think? The
action) see verb also has a dynamic and stoic value. I'm seeing the doctor tomorrow at 9. What do you see in this picture? (see 'See Eyes') Page 2 Using words in brackets, fill in the text below with the appropriate time, and then click Check to check your answers. Learn English in Englishpage.com! - Cram Up -
Grammar - Simple Gift, Current Progressive Form 'be' and verb - ing I'm speaking i's speakinghe / she/it speaking They say Exceptions To the addition of 's': For maybe, maybe should, do not add s. Example: it can, it can, it should after o, ch, sh or s, add es. Example: do - it does, wash - it washes after the sossonant,
the final consonant u becomes that is. (but: not after vowel) Example: worry - he worries, but: play - he plays Exceptions while adding 'ing': Silent e dropped. (but: does not apply for -ee) Example: come - comebut: agree - agreeing After a short, stressed vowel, the final agree doubles. Example: sit - sitting after the vowel,
the final consonant l doubles in British English (but not in American English). Example: travel - travel (British English), but: travel (American English) Final that is becomes u. Example: Lie - lying See also explanations for the simple present and present progressive use in general or right now? Do you want to express that
something is happening in general or that something is happening right now? Schedule / Schedule or location? Do you want to express that something is arranged for the near future? Or are you referring to the time set by the schedule or schedule? Daily mode or just for a limited period of time? Do you want to talk about
everyday life? Or do you want to emphasize that something only happens for a limited (pretty short) period of time? Some verbs Are commonly used only in Simple Present (not in a progressive form). Condition: Be, cost, fit, means suitExample: We are on vacation. Ownership: belong, haveExample: Sam has a cat.
Senses: Feel, Hear, See, Smell, Taste, TouchExample: It feels cold. Feelings: Hate, Hope, Like, Love, Prefer, Regret, Want, WishExample: Jane Loves Pizza. Brain Work: Believe, know, think, understandE: I believe you. Opening positions for direct speech: answer, ask, answer, sayExample: I watch TV, he says.
Exercies on Simple Present and Present Progressive Tests on simple present and present Progressive Select present or a real continuous. Try another exercise about the present continuous and present simple here Try this exercise in the video here Click here to consider how to make the present continuous. Click here
to see how to make the present simple. Click here to return to list of grammatical exercises. Download this exercise in PDF. Need more practice? Get a better English grammar with our courses. Video Content Index: Present Simple vs. Continuous 1 Complete Sentences with this simple or present continuous form of
verbs in brackets. Use abbreviations where possible. Content Index Video: a real continuous continuous present simple vs present continuous multiple choice test pdf. present simple vs present continuous test intermediate pdf. present perfect simple vs present perfect continuous test pdf. present simple vs present
continuous test elementary pdf. present simple vs.present continuous exercises test pdf
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